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Presentation Notes
Australian media reports in 2015 raised public awareness of ‘contract cheating’. ‘Contract cheating’ refers to a range of paid and unpaid outsourcing behaviours, in which a third party completes an assessment task on behalf of a student. While the term ‘contract cheating’ was coined by Clarke and Lancaster in 2006 it is an old practice. Concern about this old practice has emerged as higher education institutions find themselves less able to validate the identity and authorship of student work, in part due to the size of the student body and ever-increasing access to ‘student assessment support services.’ Around 6 per cent of students surveyed at universities and 7 per cent of students at Independent Higher Education providers (IHEP) self-reported engaging at least once in contract cheating. IHEP students were higher users of paid professional services. In contrast university students primarily engaged in contract cheating with people they know – friends, family and peers. How can we respond to contract cheating – as a sector, higher education providers, course convenors, learning support  and teachers?Tracey Bretag, Rowena Harper, Michael Burton, Cath Ellis, Philip Newton, Pearl Rozenberg, Sonia Saddiqui & Karen van Haeringen (2018) Contract cheating: a survey of Australian university students, Studies in Higher Education, DOI: 10.1080/03075079.2018.1462788
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Presentation Notes
In 2014  there was growing concerns in the sector about students’ increasing use of commercial cheating services to complete their assessments for them. Awareness of a number of providers  was growing – like MyMaster for example – who, for a fee, could connect students up with writers who would create bespoke, custom-written assignments to fit any task instructions. These custom assignments are harder for universities to detect using existing methods, like text-matching software, so people were getting worried that there was a lot of undetected cheating going on. A number of other cheating and corruption scandals emerged over the next year, some of which were significant enough to prompt institutional interventions, independent investigations by ICAC, and attention from TEQSA – Australia’s higher education regulator. In June 2015 the Minister for Education requested the Higher Education Standards Panel’s advice on options identified by the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (TEQSA) to deter commercial cheating activity. These options were canvassed in advice to the Minister on responses by higher education providers to the 2014 ’MyMaster’ contract cheating service incident. TEQSA’s advice noted that all providers had appropriate policies and practices in place to meet the relevant Higher Education Standards concerning academic integrity, but that additional legislation and/or prosecution activity were options that could be considered to help address and deter cheating by higher education students – particularly commercial or other organised services intended to facilitate cheating activity. TEQSA’s report identified three options for future action that could be considered, some of which had been suggested by stakeholder providers with which it had engaged to assess the response to ‘MyMaster’:the creation of new offences in legislation specifically targeting commercial cheating activity, along the lines of an approach taken by the Government of New Zealand;support for more effective prosecution by police and others under current laws; anda centralised register of detected cheating servicesThe  Higher Education Standards Panel commends the New Zealand legislation to the sector ‘on the basis there was an immediate deterrent impact without any actual convictions’.  A statement such as this is hard to evidence when there is no national or sector-wide data on the incidence of contract cheating and the size of the problem is largely unknown. A draft of the proposed amendments to TEQSA Act are currently out for consultation.There are 18 Jurisdictions that currently have legislation in relation to contract cheating including New Zealand.Contract cheating legislation dates back to the 1970s (McCormick and Whaley 2014), and it currentlyhas many supporters as a deterrent strategy; whether it is effective as a deterrent remains largely untested/unknown.
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Presentation Notes
While academic misconduct undermines institutional credibility, social media storefronts pose a challenge to policy-based strategies for prevention of academic misconduct. Signs of the problem are evident in the barrage of marketing to which our students are regularly subjected – on campus, in the community, via infiltration of university email systems, and through social media. Opportunities to cheat are everywhere, and there is concern that it may be becoming more common for students to think about outsourcing their learning.Thinkswap, for example, offers a platform to legitimately share notes and study guides. But when you examine what’s being uploaded to that site, it’s mostly completed assignments. Course Hero offers a similar platform, but the more you upload, the more credits you earn. Your work, therefore, becomes a commodity that can be traded or sold. In this context it can be difficult for students to identify which services are questionable and which might be encouraged or endorsed by their university. Many of these services have – or appear to have – legitimate intentions. They are highly professional, and they use university names, information and logos to signal their relevance and credibility. The site at bottom right of screen has a very professional interface. You select the type of assignment you want to buy, the word or page length, your level of study – from high school through to PhD – and then there’s a sliding scale of cost, depending on how close the due date is. The concern is that these services may become a ‘slippery slope’ for students to outsource more and more of their learning. You start by buying notes, then you’re buying completed assignments as models for learning, then perhaps using more and more of those assignments as your own work. For naïve and vulnerable students who wouldn’t ordinarily consider cheating, but are either motivated by gaining a credential, or struggling with their program, these services could present a solution. Moreover, evidence shows that the more students think that cheating is commonplace, the more they will consider doing it themselves.Contract cheating is much more difficult to detect as it requires validation of both identityand authorship. Establishing identity and authorship as evidence of whether academic misconduct has occurred is more resource intensive, not detected using routine marking practices and academic staff indicate a reluctance to report contract cheating, with the most common reasons being that it is ‘impossible to prove’ or that reporting contract cheating is ‘too time consuming’ (Harper et al. 2018, 5). Earlier this year Turnitin introduced its Authorship Investigation Tool to support academic staff validate the author of the work submitted.Academic staff play a critical role in educating students about academic integrity, identifying breaches, in particular contract cheating, and reporting them for management and action. Most recent research (Awdry and Newton 2019) states: “Staff will be significantly affected by the outcome of the ongoing debate about the legality of contract cheating services (Draper and Newton 2017) as this will, potentially, put them in the position of being the first to report a ‘crime’.”



“Contract cheating occurs when a student submits work that has been 
completed for them by a third party, irrespective of the third party’s 
relationship with the student, and whether they are paid or unpaid.” 

 (Harper & Bretag et al, 2018 forthcoming) 
Third party: 

• friend or family 
• fellow student or staff member 
• commercial service 

 

Contract cheating 
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Although the great concern was and is about commercial cheat services, in our project we wanted to investigate all kinds of student ‘outsourcing’. Not just outsourcing to a paid service, but also outsourcing work to friends, family, peers – the kind of outsourcing that isn’t new, but certainly still goes on in higher education. So we defined contract cheating as when a student submits work that has been completed for them by a third party, irrespective of the third party’s relationship with the student, and whether they are paid or unpaid. This person may or may not be someone they know, and money may or may not be exchanged, but the student is outsourcing an assessment task – in whole or in part – to someone else.It’s important to note that the main focus of our project is cheating – deliberate, fraudulent behaviour that consciously attempts to pass off others’ work as one’s own. We are not talking about inadvertent breaches of academic integrity – confusion about referencing, about collaboration vs. collusion [though we have a lot of data about that] or confusion about other academic practices. They are altogether different things, so we use very different language to talk about those. Even though students can end up engaging in inadvertent plagiarism and serious forms of contract cheating for many of the same reasons, the term ‘cheating’ is used here to distinguish these types of breaches from those that are entirely accidental.
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Although we are primarily interested in contract cheating, we are also interested in the idea that students might be outsourcing or commodifying their learning in a range of ways – as indicated by the various sites I showed you earlier. Given the prevalence of online file-sharing sites that students use to swap notes and also completed assignments, we were curious to see how many students were using these, and whether use of these was associated with higher rates of cheating. In other words, was there any evidence to support our ‘slippery slope’ hypothesis. And of course in addition to assignment outsourcing, we were also interested in the outsourcing of exams – either in whole or in part. So we investigated a set of seven ‘outsourcing’ behaviours to explore the hypothesis that some students might engage in legitimate sharing and swapping behaviours en route to more serious forms of outsourcing, particularly if they’re using file-sharing sites. If you look at the second behaviour, for reasons of survey design, we didn’t classify ‘providing a completed assignment to another student’ as a cheating behaviour, but we know it can be. Some students swap assignments for the purpose of peer learning, however we know some assignments are shared between students to facilitate cheating. This is important to remember when we come to the data.Now although we see signs that contract cheating and outsourcing might be growing exponentially, we haven’t up to this point had any Australian data to indicate how big the problem might be, or what we might do about it. And internationally, most studies of the issue have been relatively small scale.



 

Research questions 
1. How prevalent is contract cheating in Australian higher education? 

2. What are student and staff attitudes towards and experiences with 
contract cheating? 

3. What are the individual, contextual and institutional factors that are 
correlated with contract cheating? 

4. What kinds of assessments are associated with contract cheating? 

5. Can ‘authentic’ assessment solve the problem of contract cheating? 
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So we developed this set of five research questions that we felt would provide us with the data we needed.How prevalent is contract cheating in Australian higher education?What are student and staff attitudes towards and experiences with contract cheating?What are the individual, contextual and institutional factors that are correlated with contract cheating?What kinds of assessments are associated with contract cheating?Can ‘authentic’ assessment solve the problem of contract cheating?The last two questions were prompted by the OLT, in response to a prevailing assumption that had been circulating for some time that assessment design – and authentic assessment specifically – could ‘solve’ the problem of contract cheating. We in the project team hear this all the time – this idea that we can ‘design out’ cheating through the manipulation of our assessment tasks and conditions. We did quite an extensive literature review in preparation for this project, and we couldn’t find any evidence that suggests authentic assessment can reduce cheating. What is common in a number of significant papers is the idea that authenticity will lead automatically to engagement, which will lead to a disincentive to cheat. While we found some evidence in our qualitative data to support this series of inferences, our quantitative data debunked this completely, and actually suggested that perhaps – not definitely, but perhaps – students might be more likely to think about outsourcing highly authentic tasks. More about that shortly. 



Research design 
 

1. Parallel staff and student surveys at 8 universities 
◦ Student respondents = 14,086 (incl. sample of 925 qualitative responses) 
◦ Staff respondents = 1,147 (incl. 315 qualitative responses) 

2. Large dataset of procurement requests posted to multiple cheat sites 
◦ Shows the types of assessment commonly contracted out to third parties 

3. Data from one university’s longitudinal academic integrity databases  
◦ Shows the assessment items in which purchased assignments have been 

detected 
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So how did we set out to answer the research questions. Well, we have gathered together the largest and most comprehensive dataset on this subject in the world to date. We collected survey data from two parallel staff and student surveys conducted at 8 universities, to which we had over 14,000 student responses and over 1,100 staff responses. Almost all the items were quantitative in nature, but we added one open text box at the end and asked staff and students simply if there was ‘anything else they’d like to tell us’ – and boy, was there. In addition we have a large dataset of students’ bespoke assignment purchase orders, harvested from multiple cheat sites. And we have access to the de-identified academic integrity database records from one university showing the details of all detected cases of purchased assignments.



Eight key findings 
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So emerging from the analysis of all this data, there were many dozens of interesting insights. From that, however, we’ve identified eight key findings that should drive university responses to the issue of contract cheating. I’ll walk you through them one by one.The first finding is the most important, as it puts all the other data in context, so I’ll spend a few slides walking you through it. That first finding is this:



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

One-third of staff described contract cheating as a systemic problem, created or 
made worse by government and institutional policy and practice. 

economic strains on universities created by the defunding of higher 
education provide strong disincentives to fail or punish any students 
(Staff 133). 
 
The upsurge in third-party cheating is due to students' perception of 
university degrees as a commercial transaction due to university 
management's focus on the business of education, such that 
marketing of university 'products' becomes more important than 
the education process itself (Staff 167). 
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Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem. This finding came out strongly in both the quantitative and qualitative data from staff and students, which connected the issue of student cheating to the wider context of higher education: to the attitudes and behaviours of educators, to the policies and practices of universities, and to the positioning of higher education by government. So, one-third of staff quite explicitly described contract cheating as a systemic problem, created or made worse by government and institutional policy and practice. [POINT out quotes]



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

One-third of staff described contract cheating as a systemic problem, created or 
made worse by government and institutional policy and practice. 

While it is theoretically possible to design assessment that 
minimises the opportunity for cheating, there is not enough time 
allocated to assessment, and not enough time allocated to student-
teacher contact in order to implement this effectively (Staff 12). 
 
As a casual you are not paid extra for all the work disciplinary 
action involves and if pass marks fall in your tutes questions are 
asked - so there is no incentive to stop this, in fact there are 
incentives not to report (Staff 72). 
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They talked about shrinking time for assessment and for student contact, which makes it difficult to design and implement robust assessment. They also talked a lot about casualization – particularly for marking – and how this is compounding the problem.



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

One-third of staff described contract cheating as a systemic problem, created or 
made worse by government and institutional policy and practice. 

The use of a range of assessments is helpful, however we are under 
in increasing pressure to reduce the number of assessments to 
manage the marking resources available to us. Large class sizes and 
increasing use of sessional markers with little or no knowledge of 
individual students and their capabilities is likely to impact on this 
issue as well (Staff 298). 
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Presentation Notes
They talked about top-down policy imperatives that mandate expedient and efficient forms of assessment: fewer assessment points, tasks that require little marking, more invigilated exams, more group work, and more automated assessment like online quizzes. While we weren’t entirely surprised to hear staff talk about these things, and see them reflected in the quantitative data too, we were surprised to see students talk about them as well.



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

Students also discussed systemic problems in higher education, and used this to 
rationalise the existence of various forms of cheating. 

with education now a 'business' and degrees sold as a 'product' - 
there is less connection and understanding that University is about 
acquiring knowledge.  It is seen as a user-pays system to get the 
degree.  The degree will get the job, or the extended visa for the 
Masters, the job, etc. […] It's about getting passes, getting through 
the process - hence, little attachment to the ethics of cheating.  
Means to an end […] There's a disconnect - user pays - user seeks to 
achieve goal as quickly as possible (Student 753, non-cheating). 
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Presentation Notes
They talked about education as a product, rather than a learning process. When a university program becomes a piece of paper, the aim is to get the piece of paper as efficiently as possible. This could be called a transactional approach to learning. 



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

Students also discussed systemic problems in higher education, and used this to 
rationalise the existence of various forms of cheating. 

cheating would be less of an issue if there wasn't so much money at 
stake. Because each subject costs a significant amount of money, 
there is an added pressure of passing subjects to avoid the financial 
cost of repeating the subject, which for international students can 
amount to much more than paying someone to do the assignment 
for you as these fees are astronomical (Student 167, non-cheating) 
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Students also talked about making pragmatic financial decisions to cheat, given the rising cost of degrees. 



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

The less personal higher education becomes, the higher the rates of 
cheating … To improve the levels of cheating we must ask why these 
students are feeling the need to cheat-  is there too much pressure 
and not enough engagement?? I saw inordinate amounts of cheating 
in the courses which were delivered online- students don't feel 
valued, and the lecturers don't care about the students so why would 
they value their learning/work? (Student 145, non-cheating). 

Students also discussed systemic problems in higher education, and used this to 
rationalise the existence of various forms of cheating. 
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Students also talked about engagement in an interesting way – as educators, we often think of engagement as something the student does. Here, clearly this student talks about engagement as something they are seeking from their educators, and not getting, creating a feeling that there’s a lack of care. 



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

Many courses nowadays try to save money on tutors by putting 
students into groups of say six students to complete projects that 
can be worth more than 50% of the course marks. Usually there is 
only one student who does most/all of the work, and yet all 
students receive the same group mark. In my opinion this is the 
same as cheating, but is condoned by the institution (Student 292, 
non-cheating). 

Students also discussed systemic problems in higher education, and used this to 
rationalise the existence of various forms of cheating. 
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And some many students are clearly wise to universities’ efficiency-finding strategies – here, this student clearly recognises that in many cases, group work is used to save money, not to teach group work. And they see this as a form of institutionalised cheating.



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

Sector 
• Ongoing uncertainty about higher education funding 
• Commercialisation, marketisation and competition 
• Internationalisation, massification and diversification 

 



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

Institution 
‘Efficiencies’ in teaching and learning 
• Larger class sizes 
• Less staff/student contact time 
• Fewer assessment points 
• Less marking time  
• Shrinking teaching workloads  



1. Contract cheating is a symptom, not the problem 

Educator 
‘We make do’ 

• Expedient assessment design 
• Don’t/can’t get to know students 
• Difficult to identify contract cheating 
• No time/workload/incentive to respond to cheating  
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Finding number 1 is the context for all that follows. 



 
2. Students share their work a lot… 

6%      have engaged in one or more of the 
‘cheating’ behaviours 

 

15% have bought, traded or sold notes 

 

27% have provided someone with a 

completed assignment 
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When we looked at the prevalence of the seven outsourcing behaviours, it was clear that while cheating is occurring, it’s not nearly as common as sharing; students are sharing their work a lot.15% have bought, traded or sold notes, but almost twice as many - 27% - have provided someone with a completed assignment. Remember that some of this sharing may be entirely legitimate, but some may come with the intent to cheat.The institutional academic integrity breach data set we had for the project indicated that the ‘use of another student’s work ‘ is more highly reported (in a year 9.2% of the reports by academic staff) than the use of contract cheating services (1.6%).  The high rates of sharing completed assignments suggests that students are looking for exemplars – models of the kinds of assignments they’re expected to submit. And when the institution doesn’t provide them, they will share them amongst themselves. The risk here, however, is for students to copy and adapt work – with or without the providing student’s consent.So students share their work a lot…Despite the widespread availability of file-sharing websites and commercial services that support cheating, students still primarily engage in outsourcing behaviours with people they know—other students, friends, and family. Students reported using professional services relatively rarely, and more commonly in cases of exam impersonation than for other cheating behaviours. Money was also exchanged infrequently, most commonly in relation to ‘taking an exam for someone else’. Perhaps this explains why cheating rates were not higher among fully online, external students; although their relative anonymity and remoteness spark concerns that they could more easily get away with cheating, their disconnection from typical, campus-based networks of peers limits their access to the most commonly used sources of outsourced material. Although contract cheating rates remain relatively low, sharing academic work is a common part of the learning experience for many Australian students, with more than one in four students self-reporting this behaviour (see Bretag et al. 2018b). Moreover, students more frequently provide others with completed assignments than they do with notes. 



 
… and this may lead to contract cheating 

Cheating students were 2x more 
likely than Non-cheating students to 
engage in sharing… 
 
… and more likely to pay money or use 
a file sharing website or professional 
service for this purpose 
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… and there is evidence that this may lead to contract cheating behaviours.Students who reported engaging in one or more of the cheating behaviours were more than twice as likely to also report engaging in some form of sharing. In addition, they were more likely to have paid money, used a professional service, or file-sharing website for this purpose. So it appears that sharing and cheating are linked in some way – but more research is needed to find out how. It may be students who are desperate enough to engage in cheating are seeking help wherever they can, including through sharing. Or it may that the slippery slope hypothesis is true – that some students who start sharing, and particularly through professional sites and services, find themselves adopting more serious cheating behaviours over time. 



3. It’s who you know 

Despite the spread of file-sharing websites and online cheating services, 
 

students still primarily engage in 
outsourcing with people they know 

 

current students, former students, friends, and family 
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Now, even though cheating students are more likely to use professional services, it’s important to recognise that students still primarily engage in outsourcing with people they know. Despite the proliferation of online cheat sites, and their aggressive marketing, they are still not being widely used as far as we can tell.This may explain why students studying fully online were less likely to engage in cheating behaviours. In Australia, many people are concerned about the growth of online learning, and the capacity for ‘anonymous’ students studying at a distance to cheat and easily get away with it. Well, if students still tend to rely on social networks for outsourcing, then it makes sense that on campus students have greater access to these kinds of networks and relationships and can capitalise on them.



4. Three factors contribute to contract cheating 

Gender? 
Discipline? 
Language? 

Study mode? 
Domicile? 

1. Speaking a language other than English at 
home 

2. Perceptions that there are ‘lots of 
opportunities to cheat’ 

3. Dissatisfaction with the teaching and 
learning environment 
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If you recall our research questions, one of the key things we wanted to investigate was why students might engage in contract cheating, and we know from existing research that this is complex. There are demographic and attitudinal factors that appear to make students more prone, and it’s also influenced by contextual and situational factors – things to do with the teaching and learning environment. To answer this question, we initially compared the demographic profile of our cheating group against the demographic profile of all our survey respondents to see which characteristics were over-represented in students in the Cheating Group. Some leapt out. Male students were over-represented in the Cheating group. International students and those who speak a Language Other than English at home were also over-represented by a factor of two. This is nothing new. Much of the international academic integrity literature has been showing for some time that international and LOTE students are more vulnerable to engaging in cheating behaviours. When looking at discipline, Engineering students were also over-represented – they were 13% of respondents but 25% of the cheating group. This also agrees with research elsewhere, which tends to show Engineering and Business as the two areas where cheating is most common.When looking at these individual variables, however, we were concerned that we might be looking at some conflated effects. For example, we know that the discipline of engineering – where there was lots of cheating – has lots of international students, and also lots of male students. So which one of these – if any – is the more powerful variable? Well, with the help of a statistician, we conducted a multivariate analysis, and it turns out that many of these variables are what you might call red herrings. In our sample, cheating behaviours boiled down to three influencing factors. These were: Speaking a language other than English at home; Perceptions that there are lots of opportunities to cheat, and Dissatisfaction with teaching and learning.  If we look back on our Engineering students, this analysis indicated that it’s not the discipline of Engineering per se that is a factor in contract cheating, but rather than Engineering students are highly dissatisfied with the teaching and learning environment, and it’s this that drives their cheating behaviour.
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5. Students aren’t concerned … 
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One of the more startling findings of the research came when we asked both staff and students how concerned they were that students were engaged in cheating behaviours in higher education. We provided a 5 point Likert scale, ranging from Not at all concerned, through to Extremely concerned.CLICKStaff most commonly reported being ‘moderately’ concerned, however most of the remaining staff were either very or extremely concerned. When we analysed the student responses, we separated them into those from cheating and non-cheating students…CLICKCheating students had almost the reverse profile. The largest group of students reported they were only slightly concerned about the existence of cheating in higher education, and the next largest group were not at all concerned. Only 5% of cheating students were extremely concerned.When we looked at responses to this question from non-cheating students…CLICKThe response profile was almost indistinguishable from that of the cheating group. What this tells us is that although non-cheating students report that cheating is wrong, most don’t really mind that other students are cheating. They see it as a ‘victimless crime’. It reflects a view that other students are really only cheating themselves when they cheat. Students don’t see the public risk inherent in graduating students who are not competent, and they don’t see the reputational risk to their own qualifications. 



 
… and we’re not talking to them about it 
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This lack of concern is unlikely to change anytime soon, because we are not talking to our students about contract cheating. We asked students about 10 features of teaching and learning practice at their university, and these included things having opportunities to approach educators, provision of sufficient feedback, clarity of assessment requirements, and also the extent to which staff explain and discuss contract cheating. We gave staff the same set of items, and asked them to report the extent to which they implement these things in their own teaching practice. The columns show students levels of agreement and the line shows staff, and you can see that while there are areas in which staff and students agree that things are working well, for example, explaining AI policy, the circle indicates that both students and staff agree that contract cheating is not being talked about – it’s not being acknowledged as part of the everyday teaching and learning landscape that our students have to navigate and resist.



 
 

6. Suspected cheating often goes unreported… 

Three reasons: 

1. Perceptions it’s 
‘impossible to prove’ 

2. Too time consuming  

3. Staff don’t feel 
encouraged to report 
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Almost half the staff surveyed report that they do not typically refer cases on to an academic integrity decision maker. This number is high. When asked why, the most common response was that such cases are ‘impossible to prove’, and other common responses included reports that the cases are too time consuming to pursue, and that staff do not feel supported by senior managers to pursue these matters. These are issues that universities will need to address if they want to start combating contract cheating.In 2017 Turnitin had in development software which it believes may be able to identify discrepancies in the text (writing styles, tone, language conventions, grammar) and document properties that evidence a student's work may be not their own. Griffith University participated in both the beta and early adopter stages of this technology in 2018. This technology has now been launched by Turnitin.



Turnitin Authorship Investigation Tool 
The Authorship Investigation Tool report uses the following measures to create an authorship profile 
for a student: 
 
Readability 
Readability uses the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Formula. Assuming the text is grammatically correct, 
this scale estimates the years of education needed to understand the document and gives you an 
indication of what grade level each file falls into. 
 
Document Information 
For any files submitted to the AI Tool that are .docx file types, the report will pull the file’s metadata. 
There are four different types of metadata that can be found; author name, dates, editing time and 
revisions. 
 
Sentences 
Compare how each paper has utilized the different sentence structure types. There are four main 
sentence structures: simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex.  
  
Vocabulary 
Unique word usage (type-token ratio) calculates the total number of unique words as a percentage of 
the total number of words used in a document. Vocabulary richness (Hapax Legomena ratio) 
calculates the percentage of words in a document that only occur once. 
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For the reports from the Authorship Investigation Tool to present information that is as reliable as possible, there are some aspects we have noted that relate to assessment tasks, assessment documentation and assessment submission.Use of the Turnitin platform for text matchingThe more assessment documentation submitted through Turnitin the more useful the AI Tool is likely to be as it allows for the extraction of comparison files from a number of courses directly from Turnitin. Use of other text matching software or no text matching software would require any comparison files to be provided separately and manually uploaded.Submission of files for assessment as docx rather than pdfDocument information can be a reliable way to authenticate authorship. The use of .docx files allows for an analysis of document information with the AI Tool e.g. author name, dates created, editing time, revisions.Use of document templates (docx) provided by the course convenorIf templates are provided to students as .docx files this can disrupt the document information as the author name remains as the name of the academic staff member.Setting assessment tasks at the appropriate educational levelThe readability score estimates the years of education (primary education, secondary education, higher education, postgraduate) to understand the text so if the assessment task is not at the appropriate level for higher education, this can disrupt the readability measure on files being investigated and compared.is important to define the processes and roles around access to the AI Tool and how the information in the reports is to be used and disseminated.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flesch%E2%80%93Kincaid_readability_tests#Flesch%E2%80%93Kincaid_grade_level


… and penalties are lenient 

Outsourced assignment 
• 30% Warning/counselling 
• 27% Zero for assignment 
• 21% Reduced mark for 

assignment 
• 3% Suspension 
• 2% Exclusion/expulsion 

Exam impersonation 
• 23% Zero for the exam 
• 23% Warning/counselling 
• 16% Zero for the subject  
• 16% Suspension 
• 12% Exclusion/expulsion 

Staff were asked what a typical penalty includes. 
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Presentation Notes
Another reason that some staff may feel reluctant to report – and this is supported by our qualitative data – is that penalties applied for substantiated cases of cheating are quite lenient compared to those recommended in the literature. Only 3% of students who have outsourced an assignment task were suspended, and only 16% of students who had arranged for an exam impersonator were suspended. The exam impersonator penalty is especially shocking – there was another person in the chair, and yet a large majority of students were allowed to remain in study.



Many students rationalised cheating in ‘trivial’ assessments, or justified unauthorised 
learning practices because they reflect the ‘real world’. 

 In engineering, the worst possible student would love to try hard and do design work; however, "useless 
assignment" like weekly quizzes are very unwelcome (Student 46, non-cheating). 

 Students are more likely to cheat with take home exams or online exams/quizzes. With the internet 
readily available at most jobs now, having to memorize material for exams is becoming more and more 
irrelevant. Universities would do well to remember the resources available to students once they enter 
their profession and spend time testing/quizzing/ examining students in a more relevant manner 
(Student 148, non-cheating).  

 

 

 
7. Authentic assessment is a good thing to do… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the question of authenticity and its role in combatting contract cheating, there was a quite a bit in the qualitative data to support the idea that students will rationalise cheating for tasks they think are trivial. 



Many students rationalised cheating in ‘trivial’ assessments, or justified unauthorised 
learning practices because they reflect the ‘real world’. 

 

 I sometimes [work on assignments] with others and justify it as we still engage in the learning process, 
use critical thought and develop team work skills to solve problems. I'm an engineering student and I 
figure thats how the real world works so as long as we're learning, its justified (Student 311, non-
cheating). 

 

 

 
7. Authentic assessment is a good thing to do… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They may also justify certain methods of completing tasks – like collaborating or colluding – if they feel that reflects the ‘real-world’ more accurately than the prescribed assessment task instructions. 



Authentic assessment 
• Commonly described as assessment tasks that reflect the ‘real world’  
• Five features of authentic assessment identified: 
 

1. Frequency – task is common or fundamental to discipline or profession 
2. Fidelity – task reflects how something is done in discipline or profession  
3. Complexity – task reflects the ‘messiness’ of real-world problems 
4. Impact – task has real impact, shared with or delivered in the real world 
5. Feed forward – task directly, meaningfully informs future practice  

 
(Based on work by Bosco & Ferns, 2014; Iverson, Lewis & Talbot, 2008)  
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Presentation Notes
Authenticity as a feature of assessment is difficult to define (Frey, Schmitt, & Allen, 2012), and there is no clear consensus as to what constitutes authentic design. Authentic assessment has emerged as an alternative to traditional, standardised assessment that emphasises memorisation and recall (such as exams and tests), instead aiming to engage students in tasks that better reflect the complex challenges they will face in the real world. Iverson et al. (Iverson, Lewis, & Talbot III, 2008) developed a framework for determining the authenticity of tasks in the context of teacher education which is useful because it draws widely on the authenticity literature. It contains five criteria for an authentic task: it is authentic to professional activity and it is performed regularly by professionals in the field; it is performed and assessed in an authentic environment and/or received by an authentic audience; it develops higher-order thinking through complex challenges; it requires self-reflection; it is formative, feeding-forward into a subsequent task or tasks. Bosco and Ferns (Bosco & Ferns, 2014) build on Iverson et al., but maintain that a task can still be authentic regardless of whether the setting is educational, virtual or professional. In this way, they suggest that authenticity is not limited to assessments performed in a work environment.



We identified 5 factors of authenticity possible in any assignment 
 
Using these, we then rated (out of 5) the authenticity of: 

1. over 200 assignment orders made to multiple cheat sites 
2. assessments identified and penalised by one university as 

contract cheating 
 

 

Authenticity coding based on work by Bosco & Ferns, 2014; Iverson, Lewis & Talbot, 2008 

 
7. …but authentic assessment isn’t a solution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But to examine this question more closely, we looked beyond our survey data to our two other datasets. We looked at a sample of over 200 orders made to multiple online cheat sites, and also to substantiated contract cheating cases recorded by one university. Using 5 factors of assessment authenticity identified in the literature, we coded these assignments to give them an authenticity rating.



Authenticity coding based on work by Bosco & Ferns, 2014; Iverson, Lewis & Talbot, 2008 

 Assessment tasks with no, some, 
or all authenticity factors are 
routinely ordered by students. 

 In one discipline (Education) ALL 
the orders were for highly 
authentic assignments (4 or 5) 

  

 
7. …but authentic assessment isn’t a solution 
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Presentation Notes
Analysis of a sample of online assignment orders indicated that assessments with no, some, or all five authenticity factors are routinely ordered by students on academic custom writing websites. In addition, analysis of one university’s academic integrity breach reports showed that assessments with no, some, or all five authenticity factors which have been obtained from a paid service or a family member/friend are routinely submitted to and then detected by universities. These findings challenge previous claims in the literature that authentic assessment design can be used to assure academic integrity. Even though there were relatively few assignment orders in the Education (07) code, all of the assignment orders in that discipline had a high number of authenticity factors. This may indicate that assessment tasks in that discipline are more likely to be highly authentic and/or that students in that discipline are more likely to outsource highly authentic tasks. When we looked at coding by discipline, most followed this pattern, but in one discipline (Education) ALL the orders were for highly authentic assignments (4 or 5 factors). A key question that emerged, looking at THIS data, was whether this pattern is typical of assignments at university. In other words, do the assignments we generally set fit this pattern, or are they generally more or less authentic? Only some kind of control group analysis would help us determine whether this is representative of our task profile, or whether students are more or less likely to outsource authentic tasks over other kinds of tasks.



 More than 70% of online assignment orders and 
detected paid breaches were coded in either 
Management and Commerce (08) or Society and 
Culture (09). These are both very large FoE 
codes encompassing numerous disciplines, 
which may be contributing to their over-
representation.  

  
 Institutional records may better reflect 
disciplines where academic staff are highly 
vigilant in the detection, reporting, investigating 
and recording of academic integrity breaches 
than the actual proportion of academic integrity 
breaches that are occurring 
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Online assignment orders were recorded in every FoE with the exception of Architecture and Building (broad FoE code 04) and Food, Hospitality, Services (broad FoE code 11). Paid cheating breaches were recorded in 7 of the 10 broad FoE codes taught at the university investigated, and unpaid cheating breaches were recorded in all 10. There is a remarkable agreement between the proportions of online assignment orders and paid contract cheating breaches in each broad FoE. Society and Culture (broad FoE code 09) and Management and Commerce (broad FoE code 08) are much more common FoE codes in both paid contract cheating breaches and online assignment orders. With the addition of Health (broad FoE code 06) they are also the most common in the unpaid breaches. Breach reports were collected at a university in which no teaching occurs in broad FoE codes 11 and 12.These findings do not dispute the pedagogical role of authentic assessment design. Rather, we advocate for authentic assessment design continuing to constitute a significant place in the pedagogy employed in higher education. However, this research provides a basis for caution to those who use authentic assessment design in the belief that it will assure academic integrity and that it successfully addresses the emergent problem of contract cheating. 



So what does this all mean? 

• Contract cheating is a systemic problem: the 
causes are multiple and complex 

• Responsibility does not rest solely with 
students, or educators 

• Simplistic solutions (e.g. assessment design) 
are on their own ineffective 

• Staff and student decisions are enabled and 
constrained by institutional and sector 
conditions  



So what does this all mean? 

Government and institutions must provide 
adequate resourcing and support for: 
• Relevant and meaningful curriculum and 

assessment design 
• Teaching that builds relationships with students 
• Improving the language and learning of LOTE 

students 
• Marking of assessment 
• Systematic detection and management of 

breaches 
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